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Abstract

This paper describes a cooperative overlay network that
provides anonymous communication services for participat-
ing users. The Anonymizing Peer-to-Peer Proxy (AP3) sys-
tem provides clients with three primitives: (i) anonymous
message delivery, (ii) anonymous channels, and (iii) secure
pseudonyms. AP3 is designed to be lightweight, low-cost
and provides “probable innocence” anonymity to participat-
ing users, even under a large-scale coordinated attack by a
limited fraction of malicious overlay nodes. Additionally, we
use AP3’s primitives to build novel anonymous group com-
munication facilities (multicast and anycast), which shield
the identity of both publishers and subscribers.

1 Introduction

In anonymous communication, the identity of the sender or
the receiver involved in an information exchange remains
hidden. There are many legitimate reasons why the parties
involved in an information exchange might wish to remain
anonymous. For instance, a user who wishes to gather infor-
mation on a medical condition might wish to remain anony-
mous to protect his privacy and avoid embarrassment or eco-
nomic disadvantage. Citizens who voice criticism of a re-
pressive government wish to remain unknown to avoid pros-
ecution. An employee reporting abuses within a corporation
needs to protect his identity to avoid exposure as a “whistle-
blower”. Voters involved in an on-line election should re-
main anonymous to ensure their vote reflects only their con-
science. Finally, in decentralized systems, auditing is an
effective mechanism to enforce the system’s policies [12];
however, for the audit to be effective, the auditor’s identity
often has to remain hidden from the one being audited.

Different applications require very different guaranteesre-
garding the degree of anonymity. In this paper, we use the ter-
minology defined by Reiter and Rubin [15] to describe levels
of anonymity. For instance, a “whistle-blower” might require
beyond suspicionanonymity, where he is no more likely to
be the informant than any other employee. In an election, on
the other hand,probable innocenceanonymity may suffice,
where the probability that a given citizen cast a certain vote
is less than the probability that the citizen did not cast the

vote. Finally, for distributed auditing, it is often enoughthat
the identity of an auditor cannot be ascertained, an anonymity
level known aspossible innocence.

Our system, AP3, provides a cooperative, distributed
anonymous communication service. AP3 is completely de-
centralized, self-organizing, it does not require any trusted
nodes to provide anonymity and it scales to large and dy-
namic groups of participants. It is designed to provide at least
probable innocencefor the participating users without requir-
ing a dedicated or trusted infrastructure. Additionally, AP3 is
designed to maintain probable innocence even under a large-
scale coordinated attack by participating nodes. For example,
we will show that even under an attack consisting of 20% of
the network conspiring to destroy anonymity, AP3 still pro-
vides probable innocence to non-malicious nodes while only
incurring an overhead of an expected four extra forwarding
hops, regardless of network size.

The AP3 service allows users to communicate anony-
mously by providing three simple primitives: (i) anonymous
message delivery, (ii) anonymous channels, and (iii) secure
pseudonyms. Building on these primitives, users are able
to send and receive unicast, multicast and anycast messages
anonymously. Additionally, users can create secure persistent
pseudonyms, allowing them to build a reputation under a rec-
ognizable pseudonym while protecting their real-world iden-
tity. This may be useful, for instance, to a corporate whistle-
blower or a “mole” in a position of power, who may not want
to reveal his or her identity but wishes to engage in a dialogue
with the public, the press or judicial authorities.

The outline of the rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2
discusses background material, including p2p overlays and
end system multicast. Section 3 describes the design of AP3
in detail and analyses the level of anonymity that AP3 pro-
vides. Section 4 discusses how anonymity can be extended
to multicast. Section 5 outlines related work, and Section 6
presents our conclusions.

2 Background

Structured peer-to-peer overlays [11, 13, 17–19] provide a
self-organizing, scalable and fault tolerant substrate for co-
operative peer-to-peer applications. In such overlays, every
node and every object is assigned a unique identifier, referred



to as anodeIdandkey, respectively, which is chosen from
a large, sparse identifier space. Each key is dynamically
mapped to one of the live nodes, such that the number of keys
mapped to each node is statistically balanced. Given a mes-
sage and a key, these overlays efficiently route the message
to the node whose nodeId is numerically closest to the key.
Generally, such overlays maintainO(log N) state and provide
routing paths ofO(log N) expected hops, withN whereN is
the number of nodes in the network.

One type of system built on such overlays is end-system
multicast (ESM) [2, 3], where hosts on the edge of the net-
work form a multicast tree and provide multicast services us-
ing only the unicast service provided by the network layer.
This is in contrast to conventional network-layer multicast,
such as IP multicast [4], where the IP routers form a multi-
cast distribution tree. A number of cooperative ESM systems
have been designed based on structured overlays [2, 20]. In
Scribe [2], each group has a 160 bitgroupId, which serves
as the address of the group. The current subscribers to each
group form a multicast tree, which consists of the Pastry
routes from all group members to the node that is currently
responsible for the groupId. Scribe supports large numbersof
groups based on the same overlay, group sizes ranging from
one to all participants, and highly dynamic groups. Proxim-
ity neighbor selection [9] lends Scribe low link stress and low
delay stretch [2].

3 Design

In this section, we describe the architecture of AP3 and dis-
cuss each of the primitives that AP3 provides: (i) anonymous
message delivery, (ii) anonymous channels, and (iii) secure
pseudonyms. AP3 is built on top of Pastry [17], but could in
principle be implemented on other structured p2p overlays as
well. Additionally, AP3 is designed to require very little ex-
tra processing when a node joins or leaves the overlay, which
means that AP3 can support networks with relatively high
rates of node churn. Throughout the paper, we assume a de-
fense against the Sybil Attack [6], such as the one presented
by Castro et al. [1].

3.1 Anonymous Message Delivery

Our strategy for providing anonymous message delivery is
similar to that implemented by Crowds [15] and Tarzan [8],
in that it relies on a network of peers to forward messages
attempting to hide the originator. In AP3, a node along the
request path does not know whether the node from which
it received a message is the message’s originator or simply
another forwarding peer. Consequently, the destination ofthe
message only learns the identity of the peer that handed it the
message.

When a node wishes to anonymously send a message, it
first creates an anonymous request object comprised of the
message itself and the address of the intended recipient. Ob-
viously, the message must not contain any information that

can reveal the originator’s identity; if a user gives himself
away all anonymity properties are lost. This request is then
forwarded to a node in the overlay selected by drawing a ran-
dom key. The underlying routing substrate ensures efficient
delivery to the node responsible for this key. Upon receiving
a request, an AP3 node performs a weighted coin toss to de-
cide whether to fulfill the request and send a message to the
intended recipient, or to forward the message to another ran-
domly selected peer. The decision to forward is made with
probability pf , theforward probability. This mechanism es-
sentially provides a random path through the p2p network
built from a variable number of random hops. It obscures
the originator’s identity from both the intended recipientand
any malicious peers hoping to expose the originator’s iden-
tity. Figure 1 below shows an example of anonymous mes-
sage delivery.

If the weighted coin flip determines that the node should
forward the message to another node, the node first chooses
a random keyk in the id space, using a secure random num-
ber generator. However, the node cannot simply use overlay
routing to send the message to the node nearestk. Doing so
would allow the node’s overlay neighbors to observe all of
the node’s forwarded messages and facilitate a traffic analy-
sis attack. Instead, the node first determines the current live
noden closest tok by routing a lookup request with the target
k. Oncen responds to this lookup, the node then forwards the
anonymous message directly ton.

Source

Sender

Destination

Figure 1: Example of anonymous routing. The destination only sees
the dashed part of the route, so the source of the request appears to
be ‘Sender’. Each node along the path performs a weighted coin
toss to choose whether to forward the message or deliver it.

To provide probable innocence,pf needs to be at least 0.5,
otherwise the sender of a message is more likely than not
the originator of the message. On the other hand,pf clearly
needs to be below 1 for the routes to be of finite length. We
have determined values between 0.5 and 0.9 to be practical.
The impact of the forward probability on performance and
guarantees is discussed in detail in Section 3.4.

3.2 Anonymous Channels

While anonymous routing allows nodes to send requests
without divulging their identity, anonymous routing alone
is insufficient to support a request-response communication



in which the requester does not wish to divulge his identity.
Since destinations receiving a message do not know the iden-
tity of the sender, they are unable to reply. In order to allow
for this functionality, AP3 provides anonymous channels that
allow a node to specify a return location for a message with-
out divulging their identity.

When a node wishes to construct an anonymous channel, it
first picks a random id, the address of the channel. Messages
sent to this channel id are then forwarded anonymously back
to the receiver, and nodes who send messages to the chan-
nel are unaware who is the actual recipient. Thus, if a node
wishes to anonymously send a request and receive a response,
it first creates an anonymous channel and then includes the
address of the channel in the anonymously routed request.

To establish an anonymous path between the endpoint and
the source, the source picks a random idL and then estab-
lishes a path by sending an anonymous message through the
network in the same manner as was described above. In this
case, however, each node in the forwarding chain remembers
the node from which it received the message in a local table
called theforwarding table. The message is eventually de-
livered to the node closest toL, the endpoint, which in turn
constructs the channel by agreeing to forward any messages
sent toL back along the anonymous path. Using this mech-
anism, anonymity is preserved as no node along the channel
know if the previous node is the originator of the channel or
just another intermediate node. An example of an anonymous
channel is shown in Figure 2.

Source Channel Endpoint

Figure 2: Example of anonymous channels. Nodes maintain back
pointers along the anonymous path (shown as the short arrows), and
the first node on the chain serves as entrance to the channel. Mes-
sages sent to the channel are forwarded back to the source node.

Additionally, when a path is established, the receiver spec-
ifies an expiration time that defines the period during which
entries remain in the forwarding tables. Thus, forwarding ta-
ble entries naturally expire over time. If a given channel has
expired, the source node can simply create a new and differ-
ent anonymous path to serve the anonymous channel.

The expiration time must be chosen taking into account
the churn rate of the overlay network. As soon as one of the
nodes along the channel leaves the network, the channel is
unusable since messages sent to the channel will not make it
back to the originator. The originating node must then peri-
odically refresh the channel with a frequency on the order of
the average node lifetime in the system, or risk not receiving

messages sent to the channel.

3.3 Secure Anonymous Pseudonyms

AP3 allows users to have secure, persistent online identities
that cannot be tied to a real-world identity. Providing per-
sistent pseudonyms can be achieved by having users in the
system generate public/private key pairs (Kpub, Kpri). Each
key pair corresponds to one pseudonym, and users can easily
generate more pseudonyms as required. Users can have dif-
ferent pseudonyms, such that receivers cannot tell that mes-
sages sent by the user under different pseudonyms are in fact
from the same user. Note the no public key infrastructure
(PKI) is needed; nodes are able to generate additional key-
pairs without contacting any central authority.

In order to allow other users to securely send messages
to a pseudonym, the owner of a pseudonym establishes an
anonymous channel at the locationH(Kpub) whereH is a se-
cure hash function such as SHA-1. The node owning the
pseudonym must also periodically refresh the anonymous
channel associated with the pseudonym, since nodes along
the channel may have died.

When another user wishes to communicate with the
pseudonym, he first encrypts the message using the
pseudonym’s public key and then sends the message (anony-
mously, if desired) to the anonymous channel. This ensures
that only the user who owns the pseudonym is able to read
messages sent to it. In a similar manner, all messages which
are sent from the pseudonym can be signed, which prevents
other users from forging messages from the pseudonymous
user.

3.4 Anonymity Guarantees

In order to analyze the anonymity guarantees that AP3 pro-
vides, let us assume for the time being that there is a system-
wide forwarding probabilitypf , and let us also assume that
all nodes in the network follow the AP3 protocol (we will also
consider the case of malicious nodes below). We will show
that AP3 provides probable innocence for the originator with
respect to all nodes along the anonymous path. Moreover,
under the assumption that the destination does not conspire
with a node along the path, AP3 provides anonymity beyond
suspicion with respect to the destination.

Under these assumptions, the probability that an anony-
mous path is of lengthi is exactly(1− pf )pf

(i−1). A node
receiving a message can assert that the previous node in the
path is the originator with the same probability that a path is
of length one, i.e.(1− pf ). Similarly, the node can assert
that the previous node is not the originator with probablypf .
This shows that forpf > 0.5, AP3 provides probable inno-
cence since the previous node on the path is less likely to be
the originator than not. Additionally, since the originator of
an anonymous message always forwards it at least one hop,
the ultimate destination of the message knows that the node
from which it received the request is no more likely to be the
source than any other node. Thus, AP3 provides anonymity



beyond suspicion for the originator with respect to the desti-
nation, unless the destination conspires with a node along the
anonymous path.
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Figure 3: Distribution of path length probabilities with forward
probabilities 0.6, 0.75, and 0.9.

The level of probable innocence anonymity provided by
AP3 is directly proportional to the forwarding probabilitypf .
It can easily be seen that the average path lengthA is

A =
∞

∑
i=0

(i +1)pf
i(1− pf )

=
1

(1− pf )

which grows inversely proportional to the forwarding prob-
ability. This demonstrates the direct tradeoff between effi-
ciency and the level of anonymity. The probability distribu-
tion of path lengths is shown in Figure 3, with forwarding
probabilities of 0.6, 0.75, and 0.9.

AP3 is designed to provide anonymity guarantees even in
the face of a large-scale attack by a coordinated set of mali-
cious nodes. For simplicity, let us assume that a percentage
f of all nodes are malicious, and that these nodes are evenly
distributed throughout the network and in routing tables. In
our analysis, we allow for the worst case attack where the
malicious nodes work together and share information about
routing requests, with the goal of uncovering the originator of
a message. Figure 4 shows the path length distribution with
20% malicious nodes, assuming all malicious nodes misbe-
have by immediately forwarding requests to the destination
rather than flipping a weighted coin.

Similar to the path length distribution equation above, the
probability that an anonymous path is of lengthi is

[ f +(1− f )(1− pf)]pf
(i−1)(1− f )(i−1)

This shows that, even under a large-scale coordinated attack
on anonymity involving 20% of all nodes and a forward prob-
ability pf = 0.75, the group of malicious nodes can only as-
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Figure 4: Distribution of path length probabilities withf = 0.2 and
forward probabilities 0.6, 0.75, and 0.9.

sert that an incoming route request was originated by the pre-
vious node with 0.40 probability. Thus, it is still more likely
that the request came from a different node than the one from
which the malicious node received the message, which pre-
serves probable innocence with respect to the path members.

If the ultimate destination of the message is not part of the
coordinated attack, AP3 still preserves beyond suspicion with
respect to the destination. However, if the destination is part
of the coordinated attack, AP3 provides the anonymity guar-
antee of probable innocence, since a malicious node along
the path can relay the identity of the previous node the to the
destination.

The maximal coordinated attack that AP3 can withstand
while providing probable innocence with a fixed forward
probabilitypf is described by the equation:

f < 1−
1

2pf

which is derived from the fact that the probability of a path
of length one is not greater than 50%. It follows that, with a
coordinated attack consisting of a fractionf of the network,
the forward probably must satisfy the equation below in order
to maintain probable innocence.

pf >
1

2(1− f )

4 Group Communication

In this section, we describe how the primitives discussed in
Section 3 can be used to build a novel anonymous group com-
munication service. The service provides the scalability,self-
organization, and low cost of p2p end-system multicast sys-
tems like Scribe [2] while providing probable innocence to
nodes using the group. Such a service would be desirable, for
instance, for a news-feed under an oppressive government,



where neither the publisher nor any of the receivers would
want their identity divulged.

P2p multicast is usually implemented by forming a sub-
scription tree from the union of all member node routes to the
root, and then using reverse path forwarding to publish con-
tent. In this context, one goal of AP3 is to provide publisher
anonymity, so that any node receiving content cannot deter-
mine who published it. Also, AP3 aims to provide subscriber
anonymity, meaning that no node, including the publisher or
the root, can determine whether a given node is subscribed
to the group or received the content. Additionally, no node
should be able to determine the set of subscribers.

4.1 Publishing

In order to publish content anonymously, the publisher uses
anonymous message delivery to send a message to the
group’s root. Since the request is sent anonymously, the root
of the multicast tree cannot determine whether the node that
sent the publish request was the originator of the content.
Subsequent publish requests sent to the group will come via
different anonymous paths, and thus neither the root nor any
subscribers can determine if one publisher is publishing mul-
tiple times or if there are many distinct publishers.

4.2 Subscription

In the normal operation of a p2p multicast system like Scribe,
the membership in the tree can be determined by interior
nodes in the tree or by any node overhearing join requests.
When membership must remain anonymous, efforts have to
be made to protect the identity of subscribers. To that end, we
use anonymous channels to allow anonymous subscriptions
to the group. Any node wishing to receive content without
divulging its identity can subscribe through a random set of
proxy nodes, the last of which actually joins the multicast
tree. Once content is published to the group, the message
is passed back along the anonymous route to the subscriber.
Thus, the apparent subscriber to the group is likely not the
actual node that joined the group, so no node in the multicast
tree can determine the identity of any subscriber.

Interior nodes in the tree join and forward on behalf of
others in the overlay. They may also be receiving the con-
tent, but since nodes are compelled to join the tree upon an
anonymous subscription there are some nodes in the tree that
may not have asked to receive the content. So nodes in the
tree have a reasonable excuse to be forwarding the content
and thus they are afforded plausible deniability if accusedof
subscribing to the group.

While providing anonymity for receiving nodes, these sub-
scription paths will increase the latency for content to reach
the endpoints. Likewise, the link stress on the underlying
physical network increases. The increase is related to the
average path length, which is in turn controlled bypf and
reflects a tradeoff between cost and the degree of anonymity.
Since a random node is used as a proxy subscriber, the tree

is formed as usual and all load balancing properties are pre-
served within the interior of the tree. A diagram of an anony-
mous multicast group is shown in Figure 5, where the jagged
lines denote a random anonymous path to the multicast tree,
which is highlighted.

Publisher

Subscribers

Figure 5: Diagram of an anonymous multicast group. Jagged lines
represent anonymous paths, and the nodes behind the grey triangle
are in the traditional multicast group.

4.3 Anycast

Anycast is a group communication primitive that is typically
used to locate a node with a given property. Such nodes all
join a multicast group; other nodes looking for a matching
node send an anycast to the group. If the group contains at
least one member, the message is delivered to at least one of
the subscribers. For example, a distressed individual seeking
counsel about a sensitive issue may wish to locate a qualified
professional but with both remaining anonymous for reasons
of liability or privacy. Implementing such a system is done
in the same manner as the group multicast: the sending node
sends the anycast request through an anonymized route and
the subscribers are subscribed with anonymous channels.

5 Related Work

Onion Routing [5, 14] is based on a dedicated set of onion
routers with complete knowledge of all other onion routers.
Request initiators first pre-determine the path their messages
will take, and then encrypt them in layers such that routers at
successive hops can decipher exactly one layer. Onion Rout-
ing’s design cannot adapt to rapidly changing networks, since
the frequent arrival and departure of onion routers requires
significant communication among all routers. Onion routing
provides beyond suspicion anonymity with no compromised
routers but if routers are malicious then anonymity may be
sacrificed. A second version of Onion Routing [5] has been
recently proposed that attempts to address some of the short-
comings in the original scheme. The newer scheme relies on
directory servers who agree on the set of onion routers, these
directory servers again may vulnerable to certain attacks.The



newer scheme also add support for a primitive similar to the
anonymous channels presented in this paper.

Another system, Tarzan [8], is based on the peer-to-peer
paradigm. Therefore, it does not share Onion Routing’s re-
liance on a small set of fixed nodes. However, requesters
in Tarzan must also pre-determine message paths, which re-
quires them to have knowledge of a significant portion of the
network. To accomplish this, peer discovery in Tarzan is im-
plemented using a gossip-based protocol with the aim of pro-
ducing a fully connected network of nodes. Such an architec-
ture limits Tarzan’s scalability, especially when considering
the rapid flux in network topologies common to peer-to-peer
architectures. Significant overhead is also incurred during
route creation due to Tarzan’s encryption mechanism, which
requires key exchange. MorphMix [16] is another peer-to-
peer solution that differs from ours in that it focuses on the
problem of providing a low latency socket.

Crowds [15] is an application-level anonymization solu-
tion that implements routing in a similar fashion to AP3.
Routes in Crowds are determined dynamically as nodes make
random decisions to either forward or fulfill requests. Unlike
AP3, subsequent requests in Crowds follow the same path un-
til a periodic path reformation occurs, usually hourly. Crowds
also provides admission control by using a centralized server,
known as a “blender”. This dependence on a single node re-
stricts Crowds’ scalability.

Hordes [10] is an application level anonymization system
similar to Crowds, which adds support for anonymous multi-
cast receivers. Hordes relies on the deployment of IP multi-
cast, a technology that has yet to receive wide scale adoption
for a variety of reasons. Furthermore, Hordes does not pro-
vide an anycast primitive.

Recent analysis of attacks based on hostile ASes (Au-
tonomous Systems) [7] have shown that if a large AS such
as an ISP is hostile than there are a large number of attacks
possible on many anonymization systems. Our system would
share these vulnerabilities .

6 Conclusions

AP3 provides a cooperative, distributed anonymous commu-
nication service. It is built on top of untrusted nodes, grace-
fully handles node arrival and departure and provides a flexi-
ble, lightweight, generic mechanism for anonymizing unicast
and group communication.
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